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Great Britain

                           
 601 x603

601	 8 #1 1840 1d black Queen Victoria, from Plate 9 with prom-
inent guideline at bottom, with position letters “LL”. Used with 
four margins and a light red cancel. Very fine. Stanley Gibbons 
catalogue value (including 40% premium) is £450.

 ................................................................................ Scott $625

                   
602	 * #1 1841 Folded Letter with Queen Victoria Penny 

Black, nice three margin stamp (just cut into at right) from 
position BD, with a black Maltese Cross cancel.

 ................................................................................ Scott $625

603	 8 #1, 2 1840 1d black and 2d blue Queen Victoria, 1d used 
with red Maltese Cross cancel, three large margins, just clear 
of the frameline at top left corner, position IJ, fine-very fine 
and the 2d four clear to large margins, used with black Mal-
tese Cross with large dot in center, creased corner and small 
nick at top, else fine-very fine.

 .............................................................................Scott $1,150

                           
 604 605

604	 8 #2 1840 2d blue Queen Victoria, from Plate 1, with posi-
tion letters “JF”. Bold Maltese Cross cancel in black and four 
margins, showing part of stamp above. Very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $750

605	 8 #2b 1840 2d deep blue Queen Victoria Imperforate, 
used, with large part Maltese Cross cancel. Position PF, with 
mosstly clear to large margins, just touching at right bottom. 
Deep colour and with blue ink smudging in left margin from a 
poorly wiped plate. Fine.

 .............................................................................Scott $1,000

                           
 606 607

606	 8 #3 1841 1d red brown Queen Victoria Imperforate,  
used, with blue Maltese Cross cancel and four large mar-
gins. Accompanied by a 2014 Sergio Sismondo certificate 
stating “The Maltese Cross cancellation, while undoubtedly 
containing some blue component, also contains a consider-
able amount of black ink, thus creating a mixture”. Catalogue 
value given is for a blue cancel.

 ................................................................................ Scott $675

607	 8 #3 1841 1d red brown on bluish paper Queen Victoria, 
used with ideal and clear number “8” in Maltese Cross can-
cel. Position letters “NC” and almost four margins (cut into at 
bottom left) showing large part of stamp at left and small part 
of stamp at right, fine-very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $165

                            
 608 x609

608 (*) S.G. #7 1841 1d red brown Queen Victoria on Bluish Pa-
per, Plate 10, unused (no gum), with four clear margins, and 
with “O” flaw, Stage 2. Thin and crease, else a scarce stamp. 
Accompanied by a 2014 Sergio Sismondo certificate.  Stanley 
Gibbons Specialized #AS69.

 ......................................................................................  £2,700

609	 8 #5-7 1847-1854, 1sh, 10d, 6d Queen Victoria Issues, 
used trio with 1sh pale green four clear margins just touching 
frameline at one spot, 10d red brown with two clear margins, 
cut along frameline at top and left, 6d red violet with three 
large margins, along design at right, 1sh and 6d each with a 
small thinned spot, overall fine.

 .............................................................................Scott $2,925

610
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610	 * #6 1848 10d brown Embossed Queen Victoria on Cov-
er. A lovely cover, franked with a sheet margin single (with 
clear margins), neatly tied by a “291” in grid numeral cancel. 
Addressed to Paris, and with a red “PD” in oval plus a black 
“ANGL / CALAIS” c.d.s. transit datestamp on front. Back has a 
neat red crowned “K/S” datestamp dated OCT.31.1848 and a 
blurry dark blue “...REHAM” (probably Dereham) c.d.s. dated 
OCT.30.1848. Very fine and scarce.

 .............................................................................Scott $3,000

                           
 x611 612

611	 8 #24, 57a 1856-67 Two Used Queen Victoria Singles, 
both used. #24 with light numeral 22 in lozenge in grid. Also 
#57a Plate 2, with smudgy numeral in grid cancel. Both have 
small faults, else fine appearance.

 ............................................................................. Scott $1,740

612 ** #26 1857 4d rose Queen Victoria on White Paper, Wa-
termark Large Garter, mint lightly hinged, with full original 
gum. Bright colour and blurry impression. Light corner crease, 
with wing margin at left, fine. Also a used copy with numeral 
545 cancel in grid, fine.

 .............................................................................Scott $1,875

                           
 613 614

613 * #30 1869 2d blue Queen Victoria, Plate 14, mint, hinge 
remnant, with corner crease and small stain on front, else 
fine.

 .................................................................................Scott $475

614 * #32a 1870 1 ½d lake red Queen Victoria, Plate 1, mint 
hinged, fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $725

                           
 615 617

615	 8 #32d 1873 1½d lilac Queen Victoria with OP-PC for CP-
PC Lettering Error, used with light duplex cancel and fine. 
Listed in Scott but unpriced. (SG #53)

 ............................................................................... S.G. £1,900

616 (*) #32d 1873 1½d rose red Queen Victoria with OP-PC for 
CP-PC Lettering Error. Unused (no gum), from Plate 1, with 
Large Crown watermark. Accompanied by a 2013 Royal Phila-
telic Society certificate stating “soiled and regummed” but 
the stamp has been professionally soaked and cleaned since, 
resulting in its current nice condition. A rare stamp (unpriced 
in Scott), especially unused. (SG #53)

 ............................................................................... SG £25,000

617	 8 #33 1864 1d red Queen Victoria Plate 225, used, very 
lightly cancelled. Slightly scrunched corner at upper left. The 
numbers 225 are distinct and easily seen. The stamp ap-
pears fresh but has staining on back.

 ................................................................................ Scott $825

618	 8 #33 1864 1d red Plate 71 to 224 Collection, on black 
stock pages. We were unable to positively identify 18 plates 
but there are 10 stamps we did not identify and 3 duplicates. 
Leaving 133 identified different plates, including 3 stamps 
which were sufficiently faulty and we did not include these in 
the catalogue value. Mixed condition but a good number of 
fine stamps.  8

 ............................................................................. Scott $1,247

                           
 619 620

619 (*) #40 1862 9d straw Queen Victoria,  unused (regummed), 
with horizontal crease at top and diagonal crease towards the 
centre. Still a fine appearing stamp, and scarce. Accompa-
nied by a 2014 Sergio Sismondo certificate.

 .............................................................................Scott $3,900

620 * #43a 1865 4d dull vermilion Queen Victoria, Plate 8, mint 
hinged, with part original gum, fine plus.

 ................................................................................ Scott $550
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Great Britain continued

                           
 621 622

621 * #44 1865 3d rose Queen Victoria, Plate 4, mint hinged, 
fine. Accompanied by a 1988 Philatelic Foundation certificate 
stating “small corner creases at top and soiled”.

 .............................................................................Scott $2,350

622	 8 #57 1867 5sh rose Queen Victoria, Plate 2, used, with 
numeral grid cancel and four clear margins, fine-very fine.

 .............................................................................Scott $1,200

         
623 E/P #57P 1867 5sh pale rose Queen Victoria Imperforate 

Imprimatur, with four large margins, from Plate 2, Position 
AH, with Maltese Cross watermark. Plate 2 imprimaturs are 
exceptionally rare. Accompanied by a 2013 Royal Philatelic 
Society certificate stating “some soiling” which is very minor. 
Ex. “JAL” collection. (SG #J122, £18,000.)

 ................................................................................Est. $7,500

                   
 x624 x625

624 * #58 1870 ½d rose Queen Victoria Group, mint hinged, 
with plates 1, 5, 10, 11 and 15. A few have crackly gum, fine 
group.

 ................................................................................ Scott $865

625	 8 #58 1870 ½d rose Queen Victoria Group, used, with 
plates 3-5, 8, 9, 12-14 and 19-20. Variety of cancels, fine 
group.

 .............................................................................Scott $1,253

                           
 626 627

626 (*) #59b 1872 6d pale buff Queen Victoria, Perforated 14, 
mint hinged with small part original gum (disturbed), fine.

 .............................................................................Scott $1,000

627 (*) #66 1875 2½d claret Queen Victoria, Watermark An-
chor, Plate 3, unused (no gum), with small stain at right cen-
tre, fine, with “H. Richter” handstamp on back.

 ................................................................................ Scott $900

                           
 628 629

628 (*) #67 1876 2½d claret Queen Victoria, Watermark Orb, 
Plate 11, unused (no gum), fine, with “H. Richter” handstamp 
on back.

 ................................................................................ Scott $500

629 * #82 1881 2½d ultra Queen Victoria, Watermark Imperial 
Crown, Perforated 14, Plate 22, mint, with gum redistributed 
to appear never hinged. Fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $425

                           
 630 631

630 * #82 1881 2½d ultra Queen Victoria, Watermark Imperial 
Crown, Perforated 14, Plate 23, mint hinged, fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $425

631 * #82 1881 2½d ultra Queen Victoria, Watermark Imperial 
Crown, Perforated 14, Plate 22, mint hinged, fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $425
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 632 633

632 * #82 1881 2½d ultra Queen Victoria, Watermark Imperial 
Crown, Perforated 14, Plate 21, mint hinged, fine.

 .................................................................................Scott $475

633 * #84 1881 4d gray brown Queen Victoria, Watermark Im-
perial Crown, Perforated 14, Plate 18, mint hinged, fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $440

                           
 634 635

634 (*) #85 1881 5d deep indigo Queen Victoria, Watermark 
Imperial Crown, Perforated 14,  unused (no gum), fine. “H. 
Richter” handstamp on back.

 ................................................................................ Scott $725

635 ** #87 1881 1sh salmon Queen Victoria, Watermark Impe-
rial Crown, Perforated 14, Plate 14, mint never hinged, with 
full original gum. Two tiny tone spots on gum mentioned for 
accuracy, fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $700

                           
 x636 637

636 * #88-89 1881 1d lilac Queen Victoria, Both Dies, both mint 
hinged and fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $227

637	 8 #91 1882 10sh slate on bluish paper Queen Victoria, 
used with squared circle cancel reading “Lombard St. B.O. / L 
/ ...21 / 83 / E.C.”. Accompanied by a 2014 Sergio Sismondo 
certificate stating “there are small repairs at the perforated 
margins in front on three sides...”. Very fine appearance.

 .............................................................................Scott $5,500

638	 8 #91a 1882 10sh slate Queen Victoria on White Paper, 
Watermark Anchor,  used, with rather heavy but centered 
“96” numeral in grid cancel. Hint of crease on upper right perf 
tip mentioned for the record, else a very fine and rare stamp. 
Ex. “JAL” collection. Catalogue value includes a 25% premium 
for having four margins clear of design.

 ............................................................................. Scott $5,937

                           
 639 x640

639 * #94 1883 3d on 3d violet Queen Victoria Surcharge, mint 
hinged, with a few tiny stains on front mentioned for accuracy, 
fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $625

640 (*)/*/** #98-102 1884 ½d to 3d Queen Victoria Group, 
mint, #s 98-100 apparently with og, 101 appears NH and 102 
appears regummed. Fine or better group.

 ................................................................................ Scott $739

                           
 641 642

641 * #103 1884 4d green Queen Victoria, mint hinged, fine.
 ................................................................................ Scott $575

642 * #103 1884 4d green Queen Victoria, mint hinged, with two 
gum creases, else fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $575
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Great Britain continued

                           
 641 642

643 * #105 1884 6d green Queen Victoria, mint hinged, fine.
 ................................................................................ Scott $600

644 * #106 1884 9d green Queen Victoria, mint hinged, with 
light vertical crease, fine.

 .............................................................................Scott $1,250

                          
 x645 x651

645	 8 #108-109 1884 5sh carmine rose and 10sh ultra Queen 
Victoria, used, 5sh with nice centrally struck c.d.s. cancel but 
with diagonal creases and small repaired tear at top, 10sh 
with partial duplex cancel, light creases from usage, a very 
fine appearing duo.

 ................................................................................ Scott $720

646	 8 #110 1884 £1 brown violet Queen Victoria, Watermark 
Imperial Crown, used with Edinburgh c.d.s. cancels dated 
APR.2.1888. Position AM. Attractive example of this scarce 
stamp, fine. Catalogue value does not include the Scott sug-
gested 25% premium for having “clear circular datestamps”.

 .............................................................................Scott $3,000

647	 8 #110 1884 £1 brown violet Queen Victoria, Watermark 
Imperial Crown, used with octagonal London c.d.s. dated 
APR.22.1886. Position JB. Small oil stain at bottom left, else 
fine-very fine.

 .............................................................................Scott $3,000

648	 8 #110 1884 £1 brown violet Queen Victoria, Watermark 
Imperial Crown, used with indistinct cancels. Position CM. A 
very well centered example of this scarce stamp, very fine. Ac-
companied by a 1991 Philatelic Foundation certificate. Cata-
logue value includes a 25% premium for having 4 margins 
clear of design

 .............................................................................Scott $3,750

                           
x649

649	 8/* #111/126 1887-1892 ½d-1sh Queen Victoria, mint 
set except for the 1sh value with is used with 1898 c.d.s. can-
cel, also includes #125-126 mint, overall fine-very fine.

 .................................................................................Scott $475

650	 8 #123 1888 £1 brown violet Queen Victoria, Watermark 
Three Orbs, used with Dublin Sorting Office parcel cancels 
dated MAY.9.1889. Position CP. Attractive and fresh example 
of this scarce stamp, very fine. Trace of horizontal crease, only 
visible in fluid. Ex. “JAL” collection. Catalogue value includes a 
25% premium for having four margins clear of design.

 .............................................................................Scott $5,500

651 ** #190a 1934-36 2d deep orange King George V with 
Sideways Watermark, mint never hinged, very fine

 ................................................................................ Scott $110

                           
x652
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652 */** #539, 539a, 598 1955-68 £1 intense black Windsor 
Castle Group of Three, all mint, with two De la Rue printings 
(one is NH - unlisted in Scott) plus a Waterlow printing (NH). 
Overall very fine.

 ...................................................................................S.G. £600

653 ** #BK144-BK145 1972 and 1980 Wedgewood Prestige 
Booklets, BK144 contains the ½d issue with only 1 phosphor 
band, mint never hinged.

 .................................................................................Scott $170

                           
 x654 x655

654	 8/* #O27/O69 1886-1902 Group of Used Officials, with 
#s O27, O30, O49, O50, O68-O69. Also O55a and O67 (both 
mint hinged). O69 has a rounded corner else a mostly fine 
group.

 .............................................................................Scott $1,537

655	 8 #O36/O49 1887 to 1902 Group of Used Officials, with 
#s O36, O38 (clipped perfs), O42 (tiny tear) and O49. Overall 
fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $855

656 * #O47 1902 5d dull purple Queen Victoria Overprinted 
O.W. Official, mint hinged and well centered for issue. Accom-
panied by a 1986 Royal Philatelic Society certificate stating 
“thinned”, which we would prefer to describe as an impercep-
tible pin-head sized thin spot. Else a fine-very fine stamp.

 .............................................................................Scott $3,650

                           
 657 x658

657 * #O63 1902 ½d gray green King Edward VII Official, mint 
hinged, very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $400

658 * #O63, O64 1902 ½d and 1d King Edward VII Officials, 
both mint hinged and fine

 ................................................................................ Scott $750

659 * #O66 1902 1sh green and carmine Queen Victoria Over-
printed Board of Education, mint hinged, with expert signa-
ture and handstamp on back, very well centered for issue, 
fine-very fine. Accompanied by a 2014 BPA certificate stating 
“corner crease at lower left and colour a little suffused”. Ex. 
“JAL” collection.

 ...........................................................................Scott $10,500

              
660 ** 1900 Boer War Fund Sheet of 12, mint never hinged. Pro-

duced by the Manchester Philatelic Society. A scarce sheet. 
Have seen single stamps sell for over £40 in the U.K. Minor 
crease in selvedge at lower right.

 .................................................................................... Est $500
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Great Britain Offices - New Britain

                           
 661 662

661 New Britain #1 1914 1d on 3pf brown German New Guinea 
Issue, mint lightly hinged, very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $750

662 New Britain #26 1914 8d on 80pf lake German New Guinea 
Issue, mint hinged, very fine.

 .................................................................................Scott $475

Antigua

                           
 x663 664

663	 8/* #5/19 1872-86 Group of Three Queen Victorias, with 
#5 (mint hinged, small toning spot on back), #17 (used with 
1889 c.d.s. cancel) and #19 (used with ideal socked on the 
nose Antigua 1888 c.d.s. cancel). Fine to very fine trio.

 ................................................................................ Scott $540

664	 8 #8a 1863 6d green Queen Victoria with Watermark Up-
right, used, with “A02” in grid cancel, bright colour, perfs a bit 
rough, fine.

 ...................................................................................S.G. £190

        
665	 8 #9 1879 2½d red brown Queen Victoria, used with “A02” 

in grid cancel, very fine.
 ................................................................................ Scott $210

Kookaburra Collection of Australia

I know the collector of the Kookaburra Australia and States from 
his albums and notes.  These show a meticulous approach to col-
lecting used examples of every Stanley Gibbons listed variety.

He was consistent in measuring perforations and identifying 
watermarks.  He was also consistent in purchasing sound quality 
stamps, although no collection can avoid a tiny percentage of 
trivial minor faults.  There are a few fiscals (often identified as 
such) and these, together with a few questionable items, we 
did not include in the catalogue totals of the collections.  As will 
be evident many of the imperforates do not have full margins.  
Another weakness was the identification of colour shadings and 
students of these issues will find discrepancies.

The achievement of near perfection was acquired without a 
reference collection, without philatelic advice, living far from any 
metropolitan city and using only the Scott and Stanley Gibbons 
Catalogues.  He purchased from retail stores in his travels, from 
eBay, and in a minor way from small auctions.  Given all that, 
his accomplishment is remarkable.  We expect that successful 
bidders will enjoy their purchases as much as we have enjoyed 
preparing this sale. 

- Ian Kimmerly

666	 8 Australia 1913-1930 ½d to 10sh Perforated OS Officials, 
collection on pages (this alone with about 100 stamps) on 
black stock sheets by denomination and in 102 cards with 
“old” S.G. numbers. Primarily Roos and Heads but also sever-
al dozen later issues including complete punctured OS com-
memoratives. A few earlier and the later issues are mostly 
state officials. Includes approx. 104 Roos with 2 ½d (pair of 
O4 £280, O19 £140); 2 shilling (O11 £150, O26 £140, O36 
£150) and 10 shillings (O51). The approx. 176 KGV Heads 
include ½d (O96 £225). These are illustrated. Undoubtedly 
there is more treasure to be found in this lot. Generally fine or 
better.  8

 ...................................................................................Est. $500

667  Australia 1880 Map of Australia, with image being 36cm 
x 44cm, showing railway and telegraph lines as well as hun-
dreds of settlements. Includes part of Tasmania. Minor faults 
in selvedge and folded but useful to the Australia collector. (in 
German). 8

 ..................................................................................... Est. $25

                   
x668

668	 8 Australia #17/107 1913-1936 ½d - 1sh4d King George 
V Heads. All the Scott listed major numbers arranged on Gib-
bons one-country pages. Included are 11 extra shades count-
ed as regular unless listed by Scott. Not checked for varieties. 
Typical centering, very fine quality the vast majority with c.d.s. 
postmarks. 66 stamps in all, on 6 pages (SG 17/120).

 ................................................................................ Scott $727
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 x669 671

669	 8 Australia #1-12 1913 ½d - 5sh Kangaroos, Watermark 
Wide Crown, Wide A. The first federal common design with 2 
extra shades of the 4d and one extra of the one shilling. With 
c.d.s. postmarks except 6d. Fine-very fine. (SG 1-13, 4a, 11a, 
£596)

 ................................................................................ Scott $750

670	 8 Australia #2/OB55 Remainder Lot of Kangaroos, many 
in 102 cards purchased for varieties or study. The unover-
printed (84 stamps of which 72 are 3d) include three 10sh 
#55 and even a £2 #102 with telegraph cancel and repaired 
punch hole. The overprinted OS (27 stamps) include the 10sh 
OB55 and mostly mid values. Scott catalogue value without 
the £2 is over $2,000. A useful and generally fine lot.

 ...................................................................................Est. $300

671	 8 Australia #13 1913 10sh pink and gray Kangaroo, Wa-
termark Wide Crown, Wide A, with deep colour and a c.d.s. 
postmark. Very fine. (SG 14, £700)

 ................................................................................ Scott $800

                           
 x672 673

672 (*) Australia #13S-15S 1913 10sh to £2 Kangaroos with 
Type A Specimen Overprints, Watermark Wide Crown, Wide 
A, unused (no gum), fresh with deep colours. A great substi-
tute for some very expensive stamps. Fine-very fine. (SG 14s-
16s, £1,200)

 ...................................................................................Est. $500

673	 8 Australia #14 1913 £1 ultramarine and brown Kanga-
roo, Watermark Wide Crown Wide A, Die II. A well centered 
stamp with c.d.s. postmark. There is a small repair at lower 
right corner, primarily in the margin. (SG 15, £2,500).

 .............................................................................Scott $2,400

674	 8 Australia #18/165, C4 1914-1936 Commemoratives 
and Air Mails complete for period except 5sh Bridge offered 
separately. First airmail with pulled perf else typically very fine 
quality, some mixed centering. Includes Kookaburra with par-
tial “late fee” postmark and 1928 Exhibition pane of 4 with 
lower selvedge re-attached. Includes SG 140a. (SG 18/163, 
£609).

 ................................................................................ Scott $671

675	 8 Australia #19/116 1914-1936 ½d-4½d KGV Heads, with 
approximately 173 stamps, slightly more than half being 1d 
reds. One balance of the collection still in dealer’s packaging 
with descriptions and going back several decades. Many vari-
eties, plate flaws, Dies, watermarks, inverted, etc. We note 3 
substituted clichés of Scott #21 (these SG £180). Generally 
fine-very fine and varieties not confirmed by us.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

                           
 676 x678

676	 8 Australia #29 1934 £2 dull rose and black Kangaroo. A 
well centered stamp with both the postmarks and slight rub-
bing on Kangaroo confirming commercial usage, else very 
fine. (SG 138, £550).

 ................................................................................ Scott $800

                           
x677

677	 8 Australia #38-44 1915 2d to 5sh Kangaroos, Watermark 
Wide Crown Narrow A, used, with c.d.s. cancels and fine-very 
fine. (SG 24-30, £550)

 ................................................................................ Scott $778

678	 8 Australia #45-55 1915 2d to 10sh Kangaroo Short Set, 
Watermark Narrow Crown Narrow A, used, most with c.d.s. 
cancels (except 5sh). A nice group and mostly fine-very fine. 
(SG 35-42).

 .................................................................................Scott $674

679	 8 Australia #45var 1915 2d gray Kangaroo, Watermark 
Narrow Crown, Narrow A, Die IIA, The Substituted Cliche, 
used with c.d.s. cancels, light crease, else fine. (SG 35a, 
£1,700)

 ...................................................................................Est. $300
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Kookaburra Collection of Australia continued

                           
680	 8 Australia #48var 1915 6d ultramarine Kangaroo, Wa-

termark Narrow Crown, Narrow A, Die 2A, The Substi-
tuted Cliché, used, with neat Carnarvon W.A. c.d.s. dated 
JUN.19.1919. Watermark shows vertical line from edge of 
sheet, rounded corner at lower left, else fine-very fine. (SG 
38s, £1,700).

 ...................................................................................Est. $750

681	 8 Australia #48var 1915 6d ultramarine Kangaroo, Water-
mark Narrow Crown, Narrow A,, Die II A, The Substituted Cli-
che, used with indistinct c.d.s. cancel. The stamp also shows 
border of watermark at right. Very fine. (SG 38a, £1,700).

 ...................................................................................Est. $750

                    
 
682	 8 Australia #49var 1923 6d yellow brown Kangaroo with 

Broken Leg Variety. Used, with a somewhat heavy postmark, 
leaving variety quite visible, fine. (SG 73a, £120)

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

                           
 683 684

683	 8 Australia #51var 1927 1sh blue green Kangaroo, Water-
mark Narrow Crown, Narrow A Sideways. Used, with neat 
c.d.s. cancel dated August 1928. A lovely and very fine ex-
ample. (SG 40ba, £400)

 ...................................................................................Est. $250

684	 8 Australia #55var 1918 10sh gray and analine pink Kan-
garoo, Watermark Narrow Crown Narrow A, used with part 
c.d.s. cancel. A fine example of this distinctive printing shade. 
Scott value for regular shade is $400. (SG 43a £325)

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

                           
 685 686

685	 8 Australia #56a 1916 £1 ultramarine and brown Kanga-
roo, Watermark Narrow Crown Narrow A, used, with light 
WYANG (ala Pond) c.d.s. cancel. An attractive stamp with a 
trace of thinning on back, else very fine. (SG 44, £1,600)

 .............................................................................Scott $2,100

686	 8 Australia #57 1925 £1 gray Kangaroo, Watermark Nar-
row Crown, Narrow A, used with bold c.d.s. cancel, fine-very 
fine. (SG 75, £325)

 ................................................................................ Scott $425

               
687	 8 Australia #57 1924 £1 gray Kangaroo Corner Block of 

Four, Watermark Narrow Crown, Narrow A, used with cen-
trally struck dated c.d.s. cancel. Papermaker’s watermark in 
faulty selvedge and creases, as well as light overall soiling 
from usage. A scarce used block. (SG 75, £1,300)

 .............................................................................Scott $1,700
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688	 8 Australia #76a 1927 1sh4d pale turquoise King George 

V, Perforated 14, used strip of 3, quite well centered, fine-
very fine. (SG 93, £240).

 ................................................................................ Scott $420

                           
x689

689	 8 Australia #96-102 1929-1930 6d to £2 Kangaroos, Wa-
termark Small Crown, A Multiple, used, with c.d.s. cancels. 
A quite decent set and fine or better. (SG 107-114, £1,300)

 .............................................................................Scott $1,892

                           
 690 x691

690	 8 Australia #103var 1929 1½d dull red Black Swan with 
Major Re-Entry, used with part c.d.s. cancel. Re-entry is seen 
in swan’s neck and T of AUSTRALIA. Fine. (SG 116a, £80)

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

691	 8 Australia #121/128 1931-35 6d - £1 Kangaroos. The 9d 
is a substituted cliché single (priced only as pairs S.G. £200) 
and 10sh has creases at bottom from usage, otherwise fine 
or better. (SG 132-137, £486)

 ................................................................................ Scott $679

          
692	 8 Australia #125 1935 2sh red brown Kangaroo Upper Mar-

ginal Strip of Three, Watermark Small Crown, C of A Multiple, 
used, cancelled to order. Scarce in a multiple, very fine.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

                           
 693 694

693	 8 Australia #129 1929 £2 dull rose and black Kangaroo, 
Watermark Small Crown C of A Multiple, used, with neat 
part c.d.s. cancel. A fresh, well centered stamp with only a 
short perf, else very fine. (SG 138, £550)

 ................................................................................ Scott $800

694	 8 Australia #132 1932 5sh gray green Sydney Bridge, 
used, with light partial c.d.s. cancel, very well centered. (SG 
143, £200).

 ................................................................................ Scott $350

695	 8 Australia #166-725 1937-1979 Volume 1 Collection in 
Stanley Gibbons Album. Essentially complete including QEII 
coil pairs (these mostly used), complete booklet panes, 1971 
used Christmas block of 25 and other varieties. KGVI with coil 
pairs removed (cat of about $321). Fine or better, mostly very 
fine, all with nice light or c.d.s. postmarks. Not Scott listed SG 
varieties add about £100 to value.  8

 .............................................................................Scott $1,065

                          
 696 697

696	 8 Australia #170var 1937 3d ultramarine King George VI, 
First Printing, with TA joined and white wattles. Lovely exhibi-
tion postmark of April 1938, very fine with large margins. (SG 
168, £85).

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

697	 8 Australia #182var 1941 2d scarlet KGVI with Large and 
Small Hole Perforations, a well centered used coil pair, with 
no perf separation. Wrinkle in top stamp does not show as a 
crease in fluid. Very fine. (SG 184a, £450)

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

698	 8 Australia #527/2233 Three Stockbooks with Primarily 
Used Collector’s Duplicates, 1972-2004. Includes better 
items. Neatly laid out, very decent quality and without the ex-
cessive duplication of the more common stamps. Well worth 
the estimate. Generally fine-very fine.

 .................................................................................... Est $100
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Kookaburra Collection of Australia continued

699	 8 Australia #726-1405 1980-1994 Volume 2 Collection in 
Stanley Gibbons Album. Essentially complete and virtually all 
with c.d.s. postmarks (many different types of CTO). Owner’s 
2004 Scott catalogue value may be low because of many 
complete used booklets. Generally very fine.  8

 ................................................................................ Scott $544

700	 8/** Australia #1406-1925 1995-2000 Volume 3 Collec-
tion in Stanley Gibbons Album. Essentially complete, a few 
are mint never hinged including 7 sheets of Olympic medal 
winners, balance virtually all used as previous volume. We 
note #1907 footnote used sheet CV $50. Owner’s 2004 Scott 
catalogue value may be low, generally very fine.  8

 ................................................................................ Scott $663

701	 8 Australia #1927-2451 2001-2005 Volume 4 Collection 
in Stanley Gibbons Album. Essentially complete including 
perforation and die cut varieties. Includes 2004 Olympic 
Medal Winners sheet. All used, as in previous volumes. 2015 
Scott CV is $957.  8

 ................................................................................ Scott $957

                   
x702

702	 8 Australia #CO1, O1-O14 1931-1932 ½d to 1sh OS Over-
print Collection. The set having 7 or 8 with the usual neat 
CTO cancels, with at least 6 having the scarcer properly used 
c.d.s. or other commercial cancel (O5). Fine or better with 
most being very fine. (SG O123-O126)

 ................................................................................ Scott $482

                           
x703

703	 8 Australia #J1-J8 plus 1902 ½d to 5sh Postage Due Set, 
Watermark NSW, complete set plus ½d, 1d, 2d, 4d and 6d 
with perf 11.8 x 11.5. These not listed separately in Scott or 
SG. 13 stamps, only one 2d has a manuscript cancel. Un-
checked by us for upright watermarks. A fine or better group 
with high values. (SG D1-D8 plus, £255)

 ................................................................................ Scott $439

                           
x704

704	 8 Australia #J1/J95 1902/1960 Balance of Postage Dues 
Collection, plus odds and ends. The collection on S.G. pag-
es(1922-1960) is complete but the key 1936 6d value has a 
manuscript cancel. At least one SG listed variety might add 
£350 to the value. The odds and ends includes a used block 
of 6 of J1 with two ideal Hobart MAR.29.1913 postmarks. 
Generally fine-very fine.

 .............................................................................Scott $1,460

                           
 705 706

705	 8 Australia #J2a 1902 1d emerald Postage Due, Water-
mark Crown NSW, with compound perforation of 11 on 3 
sides and 11.25 on right. Used, with blue crayon cancellation, 
good colour and typical centering. A very scarce stamp, fine. 
(SG D12, £800)

 .............................................................................Scott $1,400

706	 8 Australia #J2b 1902 1d emerald Postage Due, Perforat-
ed 11 x 11 ½, Watermark Crown NSW Upright, used with 
DEC.19.1902 c.d.s. cancel. Good colour, with typical center-
ing, fine. (SG D9w, £150)

 ................................................................................ Scott $250

707	 8 Australia #J9-J20 1902 ½d to 5sh Postage Dues with 
Various Perforations, Watermark Crown NSW, 21 stamps, 
all fine or better with no manuscript cancels. Perf 11 x 11 
removed, etc. but includes many 11.8 x 11 plus 11 x 11.8. 
Unchecked by us for inverted watermarks. Unlisted variations 
counted as least expensive by Scott. (SG D19-D33, £409)

 ................................................................................ Scott $672
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 708 x709

708	 8 Australia #J9a 1902 ½d emerald Postage Due, Perfo-
rated 11, Watermark Crown NSW Inverted, used with part 
c.d.s. cancels, with good colour, fine-very fine. (SG D34, £275)

 ................................................................................ Scott $400

709	 8 Australia #J10a-J18a 1902 1d to 1sh emerald Postage 
Dues, Perforated 11, the seven mid-values. All used, with 
various cancels, three values with light soiling, all fine or bet-
ter. (SG D35-D41, £296)

 ................................................................................ Scott $488

                           
x710

710	 8 Australia #J11b, J12b 1902 2d and 3d emerald Postage 
Dues, Perforated 11.8, Watermark Crown NSW, used with 
part c.d.s. cancels. Both have good colour and quite well cen-
tered for issue. Fine-very fine. (SG D14-D15, £270)

 ................................................................................ Scott $395

                           
 711 714

711	 8 Australia #J20a 1902 5sh emerald Postage Due, Perfo-
rated 11, Watermark Crown NSW Inverted, used with light 
c.d.s. cancel. Deep colour with small stain at bottom, else 
fine. (SG D42, £250)

 ................................................................................ Scott $600

712 * Australia #J21 1903 10sh pale emerald green Postage 
Due, Perforated 11, Watermark Crown Over NSW Upright, 
mint, with hinged full original gum and quite well centered for 
issue. Very fine and accompanied by a 2013 Sergio Sismondo 
certificate. A very nice stamp. (SG D43)

 .............................................................................Scott $4,000

713	 8 Australia #J21 1903 10sh emerald Postage Due, Perfo-
rated 11, Watermark Crown NSW, used and lightly cancelled 
by violet PARCELS BRANCH c.d.s., postally used (and not CTO, 
as most are, and cat. value is for CTO). Fine-very fine and rare. 
(SG D42, £1,800)

 .............................................................................Scott $3,200

714	 8 Australia #J23-J28 1906-1908 ½d / 5sh Postage Dues 
with Various Perforations, Watermark Crown Over Single 
Lined A, 13 stamps include the 3d (J25 $450) but not the 
scarce 2 shilling. Generally fine or better. (SG D45-50, £387)

 ................................................................................ Scott $648

715	 8 Australia #J24a 1906 1d emerald Postage Due, Perforated 
11, Watermark Crown Over Single Line A, used, with light grid 
cancel, fine in all respects. Scarce and elusive. (SG D51 £1,000)

 .............................................................................Scott $1,450
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Kookaburra Collection of Australia continued

                           
x716

716	 8 Australia #J31, J33 1907 2d and 6d emerald Postage 
Dues on Chalked Surface Paper, Perforated 11 ½ x 11, Wa-
termark Crown Over Double Lined A, both used, the 6d with 
partial PARCELS BRANCH c.d.s. in violet, fine. The 2d with 
manuscript cancel. Fine-very fine. (SG D55, D57 £375)

 ................................................................................ Scott $690

717 * Australia #J37 1909 10sh dull green Postage Due, Per-
forated 11, Watermark Crown Over A Inverted, mint, with 
hinged full original gum and quite well centered for issue. Very 
fine and accompanied by a 2013 Sergio Sismondo certificate. 
A very nice stamp. (SG D61)

 .............................................................................Scott $5,200

718 * Australia #J38 1909 20sh green Postage Due, Perforated 
11, Watermark Crown Over A Upright, mint, with hinged full 
original gum and quite well centered. Very fine and accompa-
nied by a 2013 Sergio Sismondo certificate. This is regarded 
as Australia’s rarest regular issue stamp. Only two sheets 
(240 stamps) printed, and this example is certainly among 
the finest of the estimated 50 remaining examples. (SG D62)

 ...........................................................................Scott $13,000

                           
x719

719	 8 Australia #J39-J49 1909-1923 ½d to £1 Postage Dues 
with Various Perforations, Watermark Crown over Double 
Lined A, on 8 album pages. Includes at least one of each 
value perforated 12½ x 12½, instead of the usual 12 x 12½. 
A few varieties noted, generally fine-very fine. (SG D63/D85, 
£1,006)

 .............................................................................Scott $1,645

                          
 720 721

720	 8 Australia #J40a 1919 1d green and rose Postage Due, 
Die II, Line Perforated 11, on Thick Paper. Although the own-
er has identified this as SG D78, it is clearly D74 (Scott J40a) 
both by the descriptions in the catalogues and especially in 
comparing it with the two regular D78/J40b beside it on the 
album page. On slightly toned paper with light manuscript 
cancel, fine. (SG D74, £1,300)

 .............................................................................Scott $1,725

721	 8 Australia #J48 1909 10sh green and carmine Postage 
Due, Perforated 12 x 12½, Watermark Crown over Double 
Lined A, used, with partial Melbourne CTO c.d.s. cancel. 
Fresh, fine-very fine. (SG D72, £150)

 ................................................................................ Scott $325

                          
 722 x723

722	 8 Australia #J49 1909 £1 green and carmine Postage Due, 
Perforated 12 x 12½, Watermark Crown over Double Lined 
A, used with Melbourne CTO c.d.s. cancel. Fresh and fine. (SG 
D73, £300)

 ................................................................................ Scott $575

723	 8 Australia #M1-M7 1946-1947 ½d to 5sh B.C.O.F. Japan 
1946 Overprints, A complete used set of the British Common-
wealth Occupying Force, with c.d.s. cancels, very fine. (SG J1-
J7 £275)

 ................................................................................ Scott $278
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 724 725 

724	 8 Australia #M5, M5a 1946 1sh gray green with Wrong 
Font, British Commonwealth Occupation Force (Japan) block 
with UR stamp having the wrong font “6” of 1946. Fresh with 
light circular postmark, fine very fine. (SG J5, J5a, £497)

 ................................................................................ Scott $324

725	 8 Australia #M1var 1946 ½d orange Kangaroo with Wrong 
Font 6, a fine used example of this variety (SG J1a £200) plus 
four other BCOF varieties, the 1d printed in blue-black and 
1sh with roller flaw. These 4 have a CV of £480 but we cannot 
distinguish these from the regular stamps, and thus are sell-
ing as is. See high resolution scan online.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

Kookaburra Collection of Australia - New South Wales

726	 8 New South Wales 1851-1907 Collection and Accumu-
lation, organized by Stanley Gibbons on 35 quadrille pages 
plus some loose in stock sheets, 102 cards, small stockbook, 
etc. Likely over 500 stamps and we note a number of very 
fine imperforates cataloguing $100 or more. Includes several 
hundred unsorted, mostly common.  Also includes the own-
er’s Victoria (by far the weakest with several hundred appar-
ently all common as well as miscellaneous Western Australia, 
etc. Hours of sorting and organization should be rewarding. 
About 1,000 or more stamps in all. Generally fine or better.

 ...................................................................................Est. $500

                         
727	 8 New South Wales #27 1854 6d sage green Queen Vic-

toria Imperforate, used, with very light cancel, bright colour 
and four large margins. Very fine. Also includes a South Aus-
tralia #14b (regummed and extensively repaired, but very 
nice appearance, with 2014 Sergio Sismondo certificate).

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

Kookaburra Collection of Australia - Queensland

728	 8/*/** Queensland c. 1860-1909 Balance of Collection, 
with several hundred stamps, including several dozen Chalon 
Heads, many in dealer packageing with much already identi-
fied. Generally fine.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

                          
x729

729	 8 Queensland #1/144 1860-1909 ½d to £1 Collection on 
about 65 quadrille pages in a spring back album. Organized 
by Stanley Gibbons numbers and includes about 95 small 
size Chalon Heads and about 173 other designs. Includes 
#1, sound but cut along design at bottom and into outer fra-
meline in several places, #63 the half penny overprint, the 
1880 high value Chalons with 2sh (x3), 2/6sh (x2), 5sh (x2), 
10sh and 20sh (x2) although most of these not counted due 
to fiscal use; and a strong representation of the later high 
values. Overall quality is fine or better and a high degree of 
completion by Gibbons excepting scarce perforation varieties. 
Quite a few stamps not counted in catalogue value because 
of fiscal use and KEVII “duty” fiscals. We likely missed some 
fiscals but there is extra value in S.G. varieties, etc.

 .......................................................................... Scott $11,905

                           
 730 731

730	 8 Queensland #2 1860 2d deep blue Chalon Head, Wa-
termark Small Star, used with light cancel. Cut clear of the 
design at top and just clear of outer frameline at lower left. 
Fine-very fine. (SG 2 £1,700)

 .............................................................................Scott $2,250

731	 8 Queensland #3 1860 3d deep green Chalon Head, Im-
perforate, Watermark Small Star, used with light numeral 
cancel. An attractive stamp, with deep colour. Cut just into 
the outer frameline at left, else four clear to full margins. Fine-
very fine. (SG 3, £800)

 .............................................................................Scott $1,050

Hundreds of more scans of 
these and other lots can be 
found online.  8
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Kookaburra Collection of Australia - 
               Queensland continued

                           
 732 733

732	 8 Queensland #4 1860 1d deep rose Chalon Head, Clean 
Cut Perforated 14-16, Watermark Small Star, used with 
moderate cancel and fresh colour. A nice quality stamp with 
typical centering for the issue. (SG 4, £300)

 ................................................................................ Scott $375

733	 8 Queensland #78var 1882 £1 dark green Chalon Head on 
Thin Paper, Watermark Large Crown and Q, used with light 
cancel and with major re-entry. A very fine stamp with intact 
perforations. (SG 161 var)

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

Kookaburra Collection of Australia - South Australia
                   

734	 8 South Australia 1855-1912 Unsorted Lot of Over 1,000 
Stamps, includes many in 102 cards, others on album pages, 
etc. Of the six Australian States, this holds the most prom-
ised. While counting the stamps, six items stood out and they 
are offered as six single lots. There is lots of potential for 
more including a possibly genuine double surcharge (Scott 
67b, SG 112a - see scan on web). The approximate count of 
stamps by group is: first design 184 including a #3 with tight 
margins; other designs over 750 including 59 3d on 4d - one 
red on slate blue, fine and nine 10d on 9d yellow - 4 blue, 5 
black overprints; 136 postage & revenue high values includ-
ing two 10sh Postage & Revenue different perfs; and finally 
91 O.S. surcharges. There is not much interest in postmarks 
but many possibilities for varieties. Generally fine.

 ...................................................................................Est. $500

                           
 735 736

735	 8 South Australia #3 1855 6d deep blue Queen Victo-
ria, on piece about 3.5x8cm along with extra postmark and 
notes with might pertain to the original envelope (if so routed 
through Adelaide JUL.8.1856). Stamp has clear to full mar-
gins except touching at left side.

 ................................................................................ Scott $200

736	 8 South Australia #9 1857 1sh orange Queen Victoria, 
used, with three margins and a lovely double broken circle 
“Paid / JA 23 / 1859” with sideways basal 6, in blue. Fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $500

                          
 737 738

737	 8 South Australia #45 1870 3d on 4d dull ultramarine 
Queen Victoria Surcharge in Red, used with partial c.d.s. in 
black and a second c.d.s. in red. Fine-very fine. (SG 91, £110)

 ................................................................................ Scott $160
                 

738	 8 South Australia #53a 1869 2sh pale rose pink Queen Vic-
toria, Perforated 11½, used with Port Adelaide JAN.30.1875 
c.d.s. A scarce, distinct shade, fine. (SG 84, £180)

 ................................................................................ Scott $210

739 */** South Australia #78/O78 1883-1906 ½d to 10d 
Queen Victoria Mint Group, with 12 different fresh stamps 
including 2 blocks and 3 pairs, for a total of 23 stamps. One 
stamp with corner crease, balance generally fine to very fine. 8

 ................................................................................ Scott $332

                          
 740 741

740	 8 South Australia #142B 1908 10sh green Queen Victoria 
with Thick Postage, Perforated 12, Watermark Crown and 
SA, used with neat Registered Adelaide c.d.s. postmark, fine-
very fine. (SG 291, £140)

 ................................................................................ Scott $260

741	 8 South Australia #O16 1883 4d deep violet Queen Vio-
let, Perforated 10, with P.S. Overprint, for Private Secretary. 
Used, with light c.d.s. postmark and fine-very fine. Scott prices 
any Departmental overprint on this stamp at $200.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100
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742	 8 South Australia #O53 1891 2sh deep carmine Queen 

Victoria Overprinted O.S. in Black, a pair and a single of the 
2sh plus 1d and 6d making a combined franking of 6/7d on 
small piece with linen backing. Postmarked Marine P.O. / Aus-
tralia / SEP.2.1897. A visually attractive item with deep, rich 
colours. Minimum Scott value is $64. Very fine.

 ...................................................................................Scott $64

Kookaburra Collection of Australia - Tasmania

           
743	 * Tasmania 1899 1d Post Paid Frank Cover with Con-

tents, “In 1895 George Adams moved to Tasmania to operate 
Tattersall’s Sweepstakes business. His mail order business 
was so extensive that a special bulk rate was initiated, indi-
cating prepayment with a “postage paid” handstamp. This 
envelope still containing 9 sweepstakes tickets, etc. plus a 
return envelope has POSTAGE PAID frank JUL.15.1899 ad-
dressed to Woodville New Zealand (SEP.4.1899) and re-
turned.” Envelope has creases caused by the enclosed thick 
contents. Interesting.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

                           
 744 746

744	 8 Tasmania #1 1853 1d pale blue Queen Victoria on Soft 
Paper, used, with #6 in grid cancel. Dry printing at top, result-
ing in weak or non-existent outer frameline. Four full margins, 
fine-very fine. (SG 1, £1,500)

 .............................................................................Scott $1,350

745	 8 Tasmania #1/46 1853-1868 1d to 1sh Queen Victoria 
Chalon Head Collection on 25 quadrille pages and organized 
by Stanley Gibbons, with strength through the perforated is-
sues of 186-1891. The few stamps removed as single lots do 
not affect the collection using Scott. All octagonals are cut 
square and overall are nice but margins are often close or just 
into design. By Scott includes #1 (x2), #2 (x8), etc. A total of 
99 stamps (of these, 8 were not included in CV total - usually 
because of suspected fiscal cancel). An impressive collection, 
with shades, cancels, varieties, etc. Fine or better. See web 
for scans.

 ...........................................................................Scott $18,606

746	 8 Tasmania #2a 1853 4d yellow orange Queen Victoria, 
Plate 1, used with numeral 60 in grid cancel (Launceston). 
There is a tiny corner crease 4.5mm from the design men-
tioned in the 1986 Philatelic Foundation certificate, other-
wise four large margins and very fine. As an added feature, 
this stamp has a partial imprint of C.W. Coard Sc., the engrav-
er at lower right which appears once per pane. (SG 8, £450)

 ................................................................................ Scott $450

747	 8 Tasmania #2var 1853 4d bright red orange Queen Vic-
toria, Plate I, First State, used with numeral 68 in grid can-
cel. Four margins are well clear to large, crisp impression and 
deep rich colour. Very fine. (SG 5, £1,000)

 ...................................................................................Est. $500

748	 8 Tasmania #11 1857 1d carmine Chalon Head Horizon-
tal Strip of Six, used with numeral 16 postmark of Bishop-
sbourne. Clear to large margins all around (scarce for a mul-
tiple of this size). Deep colour and an impressive multiple, 
very fine in all respects. (SG 29). Robson Lowe, in his Volume 
IV Encyclopedia of British Empire Postage Stamps says “used 
pairs (3N), strips of 3 (5N), strips of 4 (8N)”. With “N” refer-
ring to the number of times the single stamp value. He was 
presumably not aware of the existence of a larger strip than 4.

 ................................................................................ Scott $435
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Kookaburra Collection of Australia - Tasmania continued

                           
 749 750

749	 8 Tasmania #11c 1857 1d Queen Victoria with Double Im-
pression, Watermark Double Lined Numeral, used with neat 
grid cancel, stamp is touched at top right else four margins. 
Doubling most distinct in lower value tablet. Fine. (SG 29a)

 ................................................................................ Scott $300

750	 8 Tasmania #11c 1857 1d carmine Queen Victoria with 
Double Impression, Watermark Double Lined Numeral, 
used with part numeral grid cancels, deep colour and mar-
gins just clear all around. Fine. (SG unlisted).

 ................................................................................ Scott $300

                
751	 8 Tasmania #12d, 13e 1857 2d and 4d Queen Victoria 

with Double Impression, both used with part grid cancels. 2d 
with clear margins all around but tiny nick at top left. 4d with 
margins barely clear or touching and thinned. (SG unlisted).

 ................................................................................ Scott $640

                           
 752 753

752	 8 Tasmania #13a var 1857 4d deep blue Chalon Head, Wa-
termark Double Line Numeral Inverted, used, with neat pen 
cancel. A stamp with stunning appearance with 4 large margins 
(showing parts of five surrounding stamps), with prominent ver-
tical pre-printing crease and deep, rich colour. (SG 35 var)

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

753	 8 Tasmania #15 1865 6d blue gray Queen Victoria Imper-
forate, Watermark Double Lined Numeral,  used with #52 in 
grid cancel (Launceston) plus small part of a red cancel. Four 
large margins, very fine. (SG 45, £85).

 ................................................................................ Scott $135

                           
 754 756

754	 8 Tasmania #43a 1867 6d gray lilac Chalon Head, Water-
mark Double Lined Numeral 6, used, with part Longley c.d.s. 
cancels (on North Bruny Island). Four large margins and “dry 
printed” effect. The stamp is described by owner has having 
faint indications of rouletting on both sides and at top, but 
due to the nature of early crude attempts by private firms at 
perforations, the possibility exists this might be another type, 
such as Scott 14 (imperforate), or #38 (pin perforations), etc. 
Regardless, this is still a nice stamp.

 ............................................................................ Scott $1,450

                   
x755

755	 8 Tasmania #48/110 1870-1911 ½d to 5sh Queen Vic-
toria Head Collection, on 21 quadrille pages arranged by 
Stanley Gibbons with space for 86 varieties (71 stamps) with 
varieties of perforation, watermark and shades listed by S.G. 
We note a nice 3d with pre-printing crease and all 3 varieties 
of Scott #59 - bright violet, purple and perf 12. Generally fine 
or better.

 .............................................................................Scott $2,005

756	 8 Tasmania #54d 1872 2d green Queen Victoria, Perfo-
rated 12, used, with “53” in grid numeral cancel. An elusive 
perforation variety, sound and fine. (SG 151, £140)

 ................................................................................ Scott $260

                           
x757

757	 8 Tasmania #76-85 1892-1899 ½d to £1 “Imperium” Style 
Set of Ten, used, with c.d.s. postmarks except the 6d. The 
5sh has a rounded corner perf mentioned for the record. The 
£1 is light green and yellow. Fine-very fine. (SG 216-225)

 ................................................................................ Scott $698
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x758

758	 8 Tasmania #86/117 1899-1911 ½d to 6d Pictorial Issue 
Collection, on 16 quadrille pages arranged by Stanley Gib-
bons with space for 87 varieties of printing, perforation, wa-
termark and other varieties listed by S.G. Some varieties we 
noted are Scott #97 with sideways watermark £90 and #96 
compound perf 12.5 x 11 £55. A total of 66 stamps, includes 
7 of the 6d, etc. Majority have nice c.d.s. town cancels. Gener-
ally fine or better and a great start to this fascinating issue. 
(SG 229/260 at least £743).

 ................................................................................ Scott $501

                        
 759 760

759	 8 Tasmania #111 1906 10sh bright violet and brown 
Queen Victoria, Perforated 12½, Watermark Crown Over A,  
used with part 1908 c.d.s. cancel. Scarce high value issued 
during the Federal period. Fine-very fine. (SG 258, £275)

 ................................................................................ Scott $350

760	 8 Tasmania #114a var 1911 2d bright violet Pictorial, Ste-
reotyped, Watermark Crown over A, Perforated 11, with Of-
ficial Perfin A and Doubled Perforation at Right. Used, with 
fully dated Hobart c.d.s. cancel. This variety is not listed in the 
ADSC. #T42 var. Very fine.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

Kookaburra Collection of Australia - Western Australia

                          
 761 764

761	 8 Western Australia #1 1854-57 1d black Swan Imperfo-
rate, Watermark Swan, used, with light cancel and four mar-
gins, very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $275

762	 8 Western Australia #1/10 1854-1857 1d to 1sh Collec-
tion on 6 quadrille pages. Scott notes “Very fine examples 
of all rouletted and perforated stamps from #6 -34 have rou-
lettes or perforations touching the design. Examples clear on 
all four sides range from scarce to rare and will command 
higher prices”. On this basis the collection rises in value. It 
has 18 stamps plus one with expert repair which was not 
counted. Another with small fault described has a closed tear. 
We note that all the shilling values are cut square. Otherwise 
there are no obvious faults on a cursory examination. Howev-
er, because of the nature of these (especially the description 
of the different shades) we are selling the lot as is based on 
the owner’s identification. All six pages are scanned online at 
a high resolution. (S.G. catalogue value is £17,000)

 ...........................................................................Scott $12,575

763	 8/* Western Australia #14/103 1860-1912 ½d to £1 
Extensive Collection on 37 quadrille pages, organized by 
Stanley Gibbons numbers with a high degree of completion. 
By Scott numbers, #15 is represented by a very fine mint ex-
ample and #18 (not listed as used) is missing, otherwise com-
plete by major Scott numbers. The items removed as single 
lots are either duplicates by Scott or Scott sub-numbers. A 
most worthwhile collection with many extra S.G. listed variet-
ies, many nice cancels, etc. We also note Scott #19 has a 
Sergio Sismondo certificate. Generally fine or better.

 .............................................................................Scott $9,948

764	 8 Western Australia #16 1860 6d sage green Swan Imper-
forate, Watermark Swan, used with light cancel. Margins are 
clear at left to just touching on three sides. Thin in hinge area, 
fine. Accompanied by a 2014 Sergio Sismondo certificate.

 ................................................................................ Scott $875

                          
 765 767

765	 8 Western Australia #16 1860 6d dull green Swan, Imper-
forate, Watermark Swan, used with light #1 numeral cancel. 
A fine example with margins just touching at lower right else 
four clear but narrow margins. (SG 28, £400)

 ................................................................................ Scott $875

766	 8 Western Australia #73, 74var 1899 1d and 2d Swans, 
Perforated 14, Watermark Crown and WA Inverted, two 
scarce varieties, both with watermarks clearly visible, Gib-
bons lists the penny but does not price it. (the 2d is £130 and 
2½d £350 for mint). Both are fresh fine-very fine. (SG 112w, 
113w)

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

767	 8 Western Australia #79a 1902 4d chestnut Swan, Per-
forated 11, Watermark V and Crown, used, with very light 
c.d.s. cancel. A scarce perforation variety, very fine. (SG 131, 
£425)

 ................................................................................ Scott $450
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Kookaburra Collection of Australia - 
     Western Australia continued

                        
 768 769

768	 8 Western Australia #84a 1902 2sh orange red Queen 
Victoria on Yellow Paper, Perforated 11, Watermark V and 
Crown. A very nice quality stamp with dated c.d.s. cancel. 
Fine centering. (SG 134a, £325)

 ................................................................................ Scott $225

769	 8 Western Australia #87a 1905 10sh bright purple Queen 
Victoria, Watermark V and Crown, used, with light c.d.s. can-
cel and very fine. (SG 127a, £425)

 ................................................................................ Scott $400

                          
 770 771

770	 8 Western Australia #88a 1902 £1 orange Queen Victoria, 
Watermark V and Crown, used, with Kalgoorlie c.d.s. dated 
JUN.6.1905. A fresh, high quality example, very fine. (SG 
128a, £325)

 ................................................................................ Scott $425

771	 8 Western Australia #93b 1905 4d pale chestnut Swan, 
Perforated 11, Watermark Crown and Double Lined A, used, 
with partial broken circle datestamps (dated SEP.3.1909). A 
scarce perforation variety and scarcer in this shade than in 
yellow brown. Very fine. (SG 154a, £400)

 ................................................................................ Scott $290

772	 8 Western Australia #96a 1905 9d yellow orange Swan, 
Perforated 11, Watermark Crown and Double Lined A, Up-
right, used, with part c.d.s. cancel. This is quite a rarity in 
the scarcer orange yellow shade, in the much scarcer perf 11 
and the rare upright watermark which is valued by SG with 
a 450% premium. A few short perfs else fine-very fine. (SG 
157b, £900)

 ..................................................................................... Est. 250

End of Kookaburra Collection

British Commonwealth

Australian States -- New South Wales

                        
 773 774

773 ** #O4d 1879 4d green Queen Victoria Official, mint never 
hinged, with full original gum and fine. Accompanied by a 
2000 Krzysztof Ceremuga certificate.

 ................................................................................ Scott $425

774 * #O9a 1879 8d yellow Queen Victoria Official, perforated 
10, mint hinged, with straight edge at bottom and spot of 
thinned gum due to hinge removal. Fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $625

Australian States -- Queensland

                        
 775 776

775 (*) #56 1880 20sh rose Chalon Head, Perforated 12, un-
used (no gum) and very fine. Accompanied by a 2014 Sergio 
Sismondo certificate. A rare stamp.

 .............................................................................Scott $2,900

776 * #78 1883 £1 dark green Chalon Head, Watermark Crown 
and Q Twice Sideways, mint, with full original lightly hinged 
gum, deep rich colour, fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $650

                   
x777

777 * #B1-B2 1900 1d and 2d Queen Victoria Semi-Official Set, 
mint hinged, the 1d has short perforations at top, the 2d has 
a toned spot on back and dirty perforation tips all around, 
else very fine centered, and scarcely offered duo.

 ................................................................................ Scott $825
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Australian States -- South Australia

                        
x778

778 E/P #110TCP 1895 5d Queen Victoria Group Five of Trial 
Colour Proof Horizontal Pairs, in five different colours. Each 
has full, original never hinged gum. Very fine and scarce.

 ...................................................................................Est. $500

Australian States -- Tasmania

                   
 779 780

779 * #16 1858 1sh vermilion Chalon Head, Imperforate, mint, 
with lightly hinged original gum. Four margins, close at left, 
very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $675

780 * #AR15 1863-80 3d green St. George Slaying Dragon 
Postal Fiscal, mint with original gum, small hinge remnant, 
good colour, fine. Accompanied by 2014 Sergio Sismondo 
certificate. A scarce mint stamp.

 ................................................................................ Scott $800

Australian States -- Victoria

781 * #129 1875 8d on 9d brown Queen Victoria Surcharge, 
mint, with hinged original gum, very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $350

Australian States -- Western Australia

                          
 782 783

782 (*) #5 1855 1sh pale brown Swan, Imperforate, unused (no 
gum), with four margins. Horizontal crease near top, else fine 
plus. S.G. #4c. Accompanied by a 2014 Sergio Sismondo cer-
tificate.

 ................................................................................ Scott $550

783 (*) #24B 1861 4d vermilion Swan, Intermediate Perforated 
14 to 16, unused (no gum). There is a natural paper inclu-
sion, resulting in a printing defect at bottom of neck, else fine 
plus. Accompanied by a 2014 Sergio Sismondo certificate 
stating in part “the intermediate perforations appear in the 
earliest printings of perforated stamps of Western Australia, 
and were executed in-house by Perkins, Bacon & Co. with a 
machine in poor condition”. The Scott catalogue number and 
value given is for a similar perforated stamp, as this is not 
listed there. S.G. #35.

 ................................................................................ Scott $300

Australia

                           
 x784 x785

784	 8 #1-12 1913 ½d to 5sh Kangaroos, Watermark Wide 
Crown, Wide A, used set of 12 plus 1d Die II and an extra 
shade of the 4d, fine or better.

 ................................................................................ Scott $687

785	 8 #38-44 1915 2d to 5sh Kangaroos, Watermark Wide 
Crown, Narrow A, used set of 7, light corner creases on 6d 
and 2sh, otherwise a fine set.

 ................................................................................ Scott $778

              
x786

786	 8 #45-54 1915-1924 2d to 5sh Kangaroos, Watermark 
Narrow Crown, Narrow A, used set of 10, 2d and 6d with 
some toning, light crease at top of 2sh, else fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $288
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Australia continued

                           
 x787 788

787 * #59S, 127S-128S 1915, 1932-34 Group of Three SPECI-
MEN Overprinted Kangaroos, with a 1915 £2 (watermark 
narrow crown and narrow A, small gum crack lower right) plus 
a 10sh and £1 (watermark small crown and multiple C of A). 
All mint hinged and fine.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

788 * #76a 1927 1sh 4d pale turquoise blue King George V, 
Perforated 14, Watermark Small Crown and A Multiple, 
mint hinged, fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $260

                        
789 * #168ca 1938 3d ultramarine King George VI on Thin Pa-

per, Die II, mint hinged horizontal pair, with John Ash full im-
print in bottom selvedge. Unlisted in Scott, very fine.

 ...................................................................................S.G. £120

                          
 x790 x791

790 * #224b, c, d. 1949-50 10sh to £2 Arms of Australia Over-
printed SPECIMEN, all mint hinged, unlisted in Scott (Scott 
catalogue value without overprint is $274) very fine.

 ...................................................................................S.G. £150

791 */** #M1-M7 Australian Stamps Overprinted With 
“B.C.O.F. Japan 1946” set of 7 plus 1; mint never hinged 
except for M6. Fresh colour, very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $215

Bahamas

                 
792 * #E1b 1916 5p orange and black Special Delivery with 

Inverted Overprint, mint hinged, with full original gum, fresh 
and very fine. Accompanied by a 2012 Sergio Sismondo cer-
tificate. Apparently only thirty examples of this variety exist 
and this has to be among the finest. (SG S1c)

 .............................................................................Scott $1,750

Barbados

                 
793 * #64 1882-85 4d slate Queen Victoria, mint hinged, very 

fine.
 ................................................................................ Scott $375

Barbuda

                 
794 ** #S.G. #574A 1981 Barbuda Overprint on the Unissued 

20sh Uganda Stamp, done in error by the British printer 
“House of Questa”. Listed in Stanley Gibbons, but not in 
Scott. Mint never hinged, very fine. A scarce item.

 .................................................................................... Est $100
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Bermuda

795	 8 #5w 1873 3d buff Queen Victoria with Inverted Water-
mark, used, with light cancel, fine. Unlisted in Scott.

 ...................................................................................S.G. £300

British Antarctic Territory

 
 x796 x797

796 ** #1-15 1963 ½d to £1 QEII Definitive Set, mint never 
hinged, ½d with minor creases, else very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $200

797 */** #1-15 1963 ½d to £1 QEII Definitive Sets, with two 
sets: one is mint never hinged, the other has its three high 
values never hinged. Very fine. Catalogue value is for all NH.

 ................................................................................ Scott $400

British East Africa

                   
798	 8 #3 1890 4a on 5d lilac and blue Queen Victoria Sur-

charge, used, with SEP.17.1890 c.d.s. cancel, fine-very fine.
 ................................................................................ Scott $375

British Guiana

                   
799 * #171 1905-10 $2.40 green and violet Ship, mint hinged, 

very fine.
 ................................................................................ Scott $210

British Honduras

                   
800	 8 #17 1887 1sh grey Queen Victoria, used with light cancel, 

fine.
 ................................................................................ Scott $200

Bushire

                   
x801

801 * #N5/N10 1915 Group of Four Occupation Stamps, each 
mint hinged, with #s N5, N7, N9 (small gum thin) and N10. A 
fine or better group and rarely offered.

 ................................................................................ Scott $650

Cayman Islands

                        
 802 x803

802 * #19 1907-08 1d on 5sh vermilion and green King Edward 
VII, mint hinged, one shorter perf at bottom, fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $350

803 ** #100-111 1938-43 ¼d to 10sh King George VI Set, mint 
never hinged, mostly very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $325

Ceylon

               
804	 8 #7a 1857-59 6d deep brown Queen Victoria, used with 

very light grid cancel, fine.
 .............................................................................Scott $1,150
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Ceylon continued

                           
 805 806

805	 8 #12 1859 1sh9d green Queen Victoria, used with part 
grid cancel, bright colour and very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $925

806	 8 #143b 1888-90 2c on 4c lilac rose Queen Victoria with 
Double and Inverted Surcharge, used with “A” in grid cancel. 
Thin, else very fine appearance.

 ................................................................................ Scott $375

807 ** #MR1a 1918 2c brown orange King George V War Tax 
Plate Block of Nine, with Doubled Overprint, mint never 
hinged, from bottom right of pane, showing a distinct dou-
bling of black overprint, including of black “-5-” in margin. 
Overall browning of gum, else very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $315

Cook Islands

808 ** #85 1932 1d Captain Cook Imperforate Horizontal Pair, 
mint never hinged, very fine.

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

Cyprus

                        
 768 769

809 (*) #5 1880 6d grey Overprinted Queen Victoria unused 
(regummed) from position KA and fine. Accompanied by a 
2014 Sergio Sismondo certificate stating “chemically cleaned 
of some soiling and has been regummed”. Still a nice appear-
ing stamp.

 ................................................................................ Scott $575

810 (*) #6 1880 1sh green Overprinted Queen Victoria unused 
(regummed) from position IL and fine. Accompanied by a 
2014 Sergio Sismondo certificate.

 ................................................................................ Scott $900

East Africa and Uganda Protectorates

                   
x811

811	 8/* #13/54 1903-18 Group of Five, with #s 13 (mint 
hinged), 13 (used with c.d.s. cancel), 29 (used with squared 
circle cancel), 53 (used with c.d.s. cancel) and 54 (mint 
hinged). Overall fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $930

Gambia

               
812 * #9a 1880 4d brown Queen Victoria, Watermark “CC” Up-

right, mint hinged, toned gum, fine.
 ................................................................................ Scott $350
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Ghana

         
813 ** 1997 c200 President Rawlings Independence Issue, in 

a full sheet of 15, with full selvedge around, including two 
sets of traffic lights, etc. This issue was apparently withdrawn 
two weeks into its circulation at the request of the President. 
Small internal crease affecting two stamps. Scarce, mint nev-
er hinged, very fine.

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

               
814 ** #220var 1965 6p on 6d Fire Crowned Bishop New 

Currency Surcharge, sheet margin block of four, with each 
stamp having an inverted surcharge. Mint never hinged, very 
fine.

 ...................................................................................Est. $125

815 ** #1090var 1988 20ce on 1.00ce Ashanti Weight Sur-
charge, in a full sheet of 30, with each stamp having its 
surcharge inverted. The sheet selvedge has all inscriptions 
including Thomas de la Rue & Co. Ltd, plus plate number, etc. 
Mint never hinged, very fine.

 ...................................................................................Est. $250

816 ** #1092var 1988 50ce on 10p Fish Surcharge, in a full 
sheet of 30, with each stamp having its surcharge shifted to 
top, resulting in several stamps having the obliterator com-
pletely on the wrong stamp. The sheet selvedge has all in-
scriptions including Thomas de la Rue & Co. Ltd, plus plate 
number, etc. Mint never hinged, very fine.

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

817 ** #1093var 1988 60ce on 4np Surcharge, bottom right cor-
ner block of six, with inverted double surcharge. Rare and very 
fine.

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

818 ** #1096Avar 1988 100ce on 3.00ce Cercocebus Tor-
quatus Surcharge, in a full sheet of 30, with each stamp hav-
ing its surcharge shifted to the left and top, resulting in many 
stamps not having the old value crossed out, or obliterators 
being on the wrong stamp. The sheet selvedge has all inscrip-
tions including Thomas de la Rue & Co. Ltd, plus plate num-
ber, etc. is also a new plate number in red pen in margin. Mint 
never hinged, very fine.

 ...................................................................................Est. $200
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Ghana continued

819 ** #1096var 1988 100ce on 20p Flower Surcharge, in a 
full sheet of 30, with each stamp having its surcharge dra-
matically shifted to top left, resulting in several stamps having 
the surcharge or obliterator on the wrong stamp. The sheet 
selvedge has all inscriptions including Thomas de la Rue & 
Co. Ltd, plus plate number, etc. Mint never hinged, very fine.

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

820 ** #1357Evar 1991 200ce Cowrie Corner Block of Four, 
misperforated to the right by 3mm. Mint never hinged, very 
fine.

 ..................................................................................... Est. $75

821 ** #2104Avar 1999 (200ce) Flower Block of Four, missing 
all black inscriptions including name of flower, country and 
value. Rare, very fine never hinged.

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

Gibraltar

                     
 822 x823

822 * #7 1886 1sh bister brown Queen Victoria, mint lightly 
hinged, with very light vertical bend, very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $500

823	 8/*/** #109b/116a 1938-49 KGVI Group of Three Variet-
ies with #109b (mint hinged - SG 123a), 115b (mint never 
hinged - SG 128a) and 116a (used - SG 129). Very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $590

824 */** #132/199 The early QEII Definitive Sets, includes 
#132-45, 147-60 and 186-90. All are mint never hinged with 
two exceptions #143 has a bit of crystal mount and 145 is 
lightly hinged. Overall fine-very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $275

Hong Kong

                        
 x825 x826

825 * #1, 3, 4 1862 Trio of Queen Victoria Issues, with #1 (mint 
hinged, with part original gum and couple of blunt perfs), #3 
(mint hinged but with stain that can be seen on both sides) 
and #4 (mint hinged, with stain at top and small corner 
crease).

 .............................................................................Scott $1,975

826 * #2, 5-7 1862 Group of Four Queen Victoria Issues, each 
used, and all but one with blue “B62” grid cancel. #2 has a 
small perf repair, and all have very small faults, else a valu-
able group.

 .............................................................................Scott $1,205

                        
 x827 x828
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827	 8/*/(*) #36a, 52a, 66 1883-91 Group of Three Queen Vic-
toria Issues, with #36a (mint hinged, with small thin at top, 
small dirty spots on front and tiny corner faults), #52a (used 
with part c.d.s. cancel, bit faded and dirty) and #66 (unused, 
no gum, very fine).

 ................................................................................ Scott $940

828 * #66 1891 2c rose Queen Victoria Jubilee Overprint, mint 
hinged, with hinge thin, fine appearance.

 ................................................................................ Scott $525

               
 x829 x830

829	 8 #123 1912-14 $5 red and green King George V, used, 
with 1934 c.d.s. cancel, very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $400

830 ** #147-150 1935 3c to 20c Silver Jubilee Set, mint never 
hinged, fine-very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $200

               
x831

831 ** #147-150 1935 3c to 20c Silver Jubilee Set, mint never 
hinged set of 4, very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $200

            
x832

832 ** #178-179 1948 10c and $10 Silver Wedding Set, mint 
never hinged, fresh and fine-very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $363

833 ** #245 1968 65c Bauhinia Blakeana Complete Sheet of 
50, mint never hinged. Sheet has been folded in 3 vertically 
and once horizontally, ink smear affecting two stamps at top 
else very fine.  8

 ................................................................................ Scott $550

India

                 
 834 x835

834 * #O65 1912-22 25rs KGV Official High Value, mint hinged, 
fresh and very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $180

835 ** #O112A-O112C 1948 1½a, 3½a, 12a Gandhi Official 
Overprint Forgeries, all mint never hinged, from the HR 
Harmer reference collection of world forgeries. One short 
perf on the 12a. These are probably the best quality forgeries 
known for this issue. Real stamps would catalogue $5,365.

 ...................................................................................Est. $500

Ireland

            
x836

836 * #12-14 1922 Set of Three Black Overprints, mint hinged, 
with two 2sh6d, for a total of four stamps. Fine-very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $465

Leeward Islands

                   
837 * #16 1897 5sh green and ultramarine Jubilee,  mint 

hinged, bits of toning on back and couple of dull perfs at top, 
else very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $525
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Mauritius

                        
 838 839

838	 8 #5b 1848 1d orange red Queen Victoria, on bluish Paper, 
Worn Impression, used, with ideal “PAID” in circle cancel in 
black. Four margins, very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $850

839 * #9 1858-59 (4d) green Britannia, mint hinged, with origi-
nal gum and four large margins. Fresh and very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $550

                        
 840 841

840	 8 #16 1859 1d vermilion Queen Victoria on Laid Paper, 
used, with ideal oval grid cancel. Sheet margin at right, others 
just touching to large. Fine and scarce.

 .............................................................................Scott $1,350

841	 8 #16a 1859 1d deep red Queen Victoria on Laid Paper, 
used, with neat PAID in circle cancel and four margins (close 
at right). Accompanied by a 2013 Sergio Sismondo certificate 
stating “extensively repaired on reverse over thins”.

 .............................................................................Scott $2,350

842	 8 #17a 1859 2d slate blue Queen Victoria on Laid Paper, 
used with part grid cancel. Margins are clear to just cut into 
and there is a small thin at bottom. Fine.

 .............................................................................Scott $1,250

Natal

                        
 843 844

843	 8 #1 1857 3d rose Embossed Crown and VR, used, with 
Durban cancel in blue, very fine. Accompanied by a 1969 
American Philatelic Society certificate

 ................................................................................ Scott $725

844	 8 #1 1857 3d rose Embossed Crown And VR, used on 
piece, with blue circular crown and “16 * AP / NATAL” cancel. 
Accompanied by a 2013 Sergio Sismondo certificate stating 
“the stamp has a strong horizontal crease... also thinned in 
front at the upper-left corner and with oily stains at the lower-
left corner”.

 ................................................................................ Scott $725

New Zealand

                           
 845 846

845	 8 #4 1855 1d orange Chalon Head, on blue Paper, used, 
with light grid cancel. Three full margins, close at top right and 
cut into design at left. Still nice colour and fine.

 .............................................................................Scott $2,150

846	 8 #5 1856 2d blue Chalon Head on blue Paper, used with 
ideal oval grid cancel. Four margins, including a large sheet 
margin at left, very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $325

                           
 x847 850

847	 8 #8, 9 1858-1859 2d blue and 6d brown Chalon Heads, 
used, both with four margins, very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $525
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848	 8 #11h, 15c 1862 1p carmine vermilion and 1sh bluish 

green Chalon Heads, 1d used with numeral 1 duplex can-
cel, rouletted 7 at left and right, three clear to full margins, 
slightly separated at bottom right corner, cut into design at 
top, fine. Accompanied by 1989 RPSNZ certificate. SG #48a. 
1sh imperf on three sides, roulette at right, creased at top left 
corner, small thinned spot top right, used with light cancel. 
Accompanied by RPSNZ certificate. SG #56.

 .............................................................................Scott $2,100

849	 8 #12/48 Small Collection of 17 Chalon Heads, on album 
page includes (as identified by owner) #12, 14, 14d, 28B, 
32, 23a, 33 (faded colour - with 2014 Sergio Sismondo cer-
tificate), #33b (single, with 2014 Sergio Sismondo certificate 
stating “...as a single, it is not possible to certify whether it 
originated as an imperforate stamp or a party perforated 
stamp.), 35, 36, 36a, 37, 39, 40, 40a, 41 and 48. All stamps 
are used, overall fine appearance , small faults to be expect-
ed on these early stamps.  8

 .............................................................................Scott $2,069

850	 8 #20a 1863 1sh deep green Chalon Head, used with 
barred oval O cancel, fine with shorter perfs at right and bot-
tom. Accompanied by 2013 Sergio Sismondo certificate.

 .................................................................................Scott $475

851	 8 #31/37a Collection of Chalon Heads with Shades, 
1864 to 1871,  with #31, 31a (three shades), 32 (three dis-
tinct shades, two are identified as Plate 2), 36 (two distinct 
shades) and 37a. A nice quality group, all ex. W. L. Percy. 8

 ................................................................................ Scott $527

                           
 852 x854

852	 8 #35a 1865 4d orange yellow Chalon Head, Watermark 
Large Star, used with Auckland c.d.s, fine. Accompanied by 
RPSNZ certificate.

 .............................................................................Scott $1,100

                   
x853

853	 8 #59-60 1878 2sh deep rose and 5sh grey Queen Victo-
ria, both used, 2sh with two partial Dunedin c.d.s, some light 
toning at top, Roger Calves handstamp and 5sh used with 
part of Dunedin duplex cancel and barred oval D, pulled perf 
at top else fine. Both stamps accompanied by 2014 Sergio 
Sismondo certificates.

 ................................................................................ Scott $950

854	 8 #70-86 1898 Definitive Sets, used set of 14 plus 3 variet-
ies and #84-86 plus 85a. All stamps are used, fine or better.

 .............................................................................Scott $1,272

                           
 x855 x856

855	 8/* #89/101 1899-1901 Definitive Sets, #89-98 use, 5sh 
with Wellington NOV.23.1901 c.d.s, #99B and 101 are mint 
hinged, overall fine, some shorter perfs, else fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $661

856	 8/* #107-120 1902 Definitive Set, used set includes mint 
#114a but missing #108 to be complete. Also includes #102, 
104, 126-128. Overall fine or better.

 ................................................................................ Scott $716

                 
 857 858

857	 8 #AR87 1946 25sh blue Coat of Arms Postal Fiscal, used 
with small part of circular cancel, very fine. Accompanied by 
2012 Sergio Sismondo certificate. SG #F204.

 ................................................................................ Scott $550

858 ** #O57 1933 5sh green Coat of Arms Overprinted Official, 
mint never hinged, very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $450
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Niger Coast Protectorate

859 * #74b 1898 10sh bright purple Queen Victoria with Invert-
ed Watermark, mint hinged, with hinge thin and short perf at 
right else very fine appearance. Unlisted in Scott.

 ...................................................................................S.G. £475

Rhodesia

                        
 860 x861

860	 8 #40 1896 1d on 3d grey and green Coat of Arms Sur-
charge, used with part c.d.s. cancel. Owner’s initials in pen 
on back, very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $850

861 * #40-42 1896 Set of Three Surcharges, each mint hinged, 
#42 has a very light gum bend, else a fine trio.

 .............................................................................Scott $1,200

862 * #138 1923 £1 black and purple King George V Admiral, 
mint hinged with deep fresh colour, very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $450

St. Lucia

863 ** #110, 111 1838-48 ½d green and 1d deep violet KGVI 
Complete Rolls of Coils, each roll with starter and end strips 
with info printed on it. Unlisted as such in Scott and Stanley 
Gibbons.

 ................................................................................ Scott $240

South Africa

                 
x864

864	 8 #O49c, O53 1950-54 Two Used Official Pairs,  5sh green 
and black Ox Wagon and 1sh violet blue and brownish black 
Gnu, fine-very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $300

Swaziland

865 ** #1a 1889 ½d grey Coat of Arms with Inverted Overprint, 
mint never hinged but with disturbance on gum due to poor 
storage, still a scarce stamp.

 .............................................................................Scott $1,250

Togo (British Occupation)

                 
x866

866	 8/* #34, 53, 91 1914-16 Three Different Singles, with #s 
34 and 53 (both mint hinged and very fine) plus #91 (used, 
with 1920 c.d.s. cancel, very fine).

 ................................................................................ Scott $437

Turks Islands

                 
867 * #6 1873-79 1sh violet Queen Victoria, mint, with part orig-

inal gum and small faults at upper right and left corners, plus 
a bit of staining on some perfs, else very fine appearance and 
scarce.

 .............................................................................Scott $5,750


